Abstract. "Teaching by Showing" control of a small helicopter's aggressive maneuvering often needs inner aided controllers based on helicopter's dynamics, which is very complex to identify. In this paper, a neural network based control is proposed, based on the identification of the relationship between the pilot's control and flight states, and it is a model-free control method. Flight test is done in simulation environment based on real flight data. The results show the effectiveness of the neural network based controller for aggressive flight control.
Introduction
Unique capabilities, such as hover, low-speed flight, vertical takeoff and landing, of autonomous helicopters provide indispensable function in many applications. On the other hand, autonomous helicopter control is a very challenging problem since the complexity in its architectures and dynamics. The control of autonomous helicopters provides an important test-bed for control algorithms. Many unmanned helicopters' control algorithms involve complex dynamics that are hard to model, the PID algorithm is simple but the performance is limited. Although stabilization and autonomous flight has been achieved, the flight performance of current control algrithms is still modest compare to the expert human pilot; control systems still do not cover the full flight envelope of unmanned helicopter.
"Teaching by Showing" control for a small helicopter's attitude control was firstly demonstrated in simulation by Montogomery [1] , a fuzzy logic controller is augmented with a neural network, and the fuzzy controller's number and type of membership functions were decided upon by a competent human pilot based on their perceptions of how they flew a helicopter. In [2] , a feed-forward artificial neural network (ANN) with 10 hidden units was trained to mimic the actions of a human pilot. Only the aileron servo was driven by the ANN in the flight test, the other servos were controlled by the pilot, and only a hover of 15 seconds was accomplished. A reinforcement learning policy for an autonomous helicopter was demonstrated in [3] by Bagnell. A pair of very simple feed-forward networks with 5 weighted connections for each of the pitch and roll control channels were used. With this controller, the R-50 helicopter was able to track moving position set points in the presence of strong wind gusts. In 2004, Ng. published the results for a simple neural network controller for a Yamaha R-50 helicopter using another reinforcement learning technique [4] . In 1994, Calise published a scheme for adaptively correcting the inversion errors for an attitude controller based on an inverted model of the helicopter attitude dynamics [6] . Using the same control structure as Corban et al, Johnson and Kannan have obtained excellent tracking results on the GTMAX unmanned helicopter [7] . Dynamic inversion and neural-network-based adaptation was used to increase performance of the attitude control system and the method of pseudocontrol hedging (PCH) was used to protect the adaptation process from actuator limits and dynamics.
The works mentioned above mainly concentrated on the hovering control and trajectary flight control, in contrast, aerobatic flight has seldomly been investigated. Gavrilets [9] investigated a limited set of autonomous aerobatic flights include a stallturn, a split-S, and an axial roll. In [5] , autonomous control of sustained inverted hover was successfully demonstrated using the reinforcement learning technique. Abbeel [8] described a generative probabilistic model that enabled them to extract an expert helicopter pilot's intended trajectory from multiple suboptimal demonstrations; the experimental results include the first autonomous execution of a wide range of maneuvers, including in-place flips, in-place rolls, loops and hurricanes, and even auto-rotation landings, chaos and tic-tocs, which only exceptional human pilots can perform. However, these control algorithms all need aided attitude controllers based on helicopters' dynamics for inner-loop stabilization, which is very complex to identify.
In this paper, a neural network based control of unmanned helicopter in circular maneuver is investigated. A double hide layer structure is proposed for unmanned helicopters' control by learning from the pilots, and the experiment process is described in detail in this paper. Compared with aforementioned algorithms, it is a neural network based model-free controller, and is able to finish circular maneuvering with a high speed.
Experimental Setup
The goal of the experimental setup was to identify the aggressive maneuvers flown by pilots on small actual and simulated R/C helicopters. In the experiment, the pilot drives the actual helicopter to track circle trajectories under high speed by remote controller (RC). In the procedure, all the flight states are recorded and the strategy of the pilot is identified to build a neural networks based controller. After that, the neural networks based controller is tested in the simulation environment for safety concerns. The following will introduce the details of the R/C helicopter and the simulation environment.
First, the frame of unmanned helicopter and corresponding variables are introduced. A helicopter in flight is free to simultaneously rotate and translate in six degrees of freedom. Figure 1(left) shows the helicopter variables in a body-fixed frame with origin at the vehicle's center of gravity. In the following, some notations are used for controller identification. u, v, and w are longitudinal (along X-axis), lateral (along Yaxis) and heave (along Z-axis) velocities, respectively; δp, δq, and δr are roll, pitch and yaw angular rates in the helicopter's reference frame; φ and θ are the angles of roll and pitch, respectively; a and b are the lateral and longitudinal flapping angles of main rotor, c and d are the lateral and longitudinal flapping angles of stabilizer bar; lat δ is the lateral control input, lon δ is the longitudinal control input, ped δ is the yawing control input, and col δ is the heave control input. 
Flight Platform

SERVOHELI-40 helicopter, which was built by Shenyang Institute of Automation
Science as shown in figure 1(right), was chosen as the platform for testing the autonomous aerobatics algorithms. The helicopter weights close to 20kg empty, carries a 15kg avionics payload and 4kg of fuel, which lasts for about 45 minutes. A hinge-less main rotor is equipped with a Bell-Hiller stabilizer bar [11] , which provides lagged rate feedback and augments the servo torque with aerodynamic moment to change the cyclic pitch of the blades. The helicopter is powered by a KOMATSU aero-engine running on a mixture of methanol and oil. It is equipped with a 3-axis gyro, a 3-axis accelerometer, a compass and a GPS. The sensory data can be sampled and stored into an SD card through an onboard DSP. Table 1 lists the physical characteristics of the SERVOHELI-40 small-size helicopter. 
Hardware-in-the-Loop Simulation
The simulated environment was a high-level-of-detail model of the SERVOHELI-40 helicopter. The model includes full helicopter dynamics, such as rigid-body, aerodynamic, rotor and servo dynamics. An essential tool in the development of a real-time control system is a hardware-in-the-loop simulation (HILSim). It allows the engineer to test the actual software running on the target hardware in conditions as close to a real flight as is achievable in the lab.
A prototype Hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulation and test platform for RUAVs has been developed in Shenyang Institute of Automation, Chinese Academy of Science. It is composed of 3D flight and scenery simulator, flight control system (FCS), ground control station (GCS), and a RC pilot controller. 3D flight and scenery simulator runs a RUAV aerodynamic model, which is identified from real RUAV flight data, and generates simulated navigational sensors information includes GPS data, 3-axis flight velocity data, 3-axis RUAV acceleration data, 3-axis angular data, and 2-axis wind disturbances at 50Hz. It also displays 3D flight progress in Flightgear @ , an open source flight simulator [12] . The flight control system (FCS) is the core avionics of the system, which communicates the simulated navigational information from 3D flight and scenery simulator and executes the autonomous control algorithm iteratively in real time. 
Verification of the Simulation Environment
A series of control experiments have proved that RC pilot has a considerable better performance than traditional PID control in unmanned helicopter autonomous control of circular flights [8] . Heading and aileron are weighted relatively significant than velocity and height in order to produce a quality circular flight with high speed [7] . In this paper, the performance of PID controller and RC pilot are compared when executing circle tracking on SERVOHELI-40 platform, and for verification of the effectiveness of the HIL simulation, the output of the HIL simulation environment are recoded under the same control input of the RC pilot when doing the real circle tracking.
In figure 3 (left), the red dash-dot curve is set to be a reference circular flight trajectory with 20 meters in radius and 5 m/s in velocity.
Firstly, a traditional PID controlled autonomous flight was conducted and shown with blue dash curve. In this flight, the programmed traditional PID algorithm controlled all four control loops discussed. The heading and aileron control progressively drifted and there is about 10 meters off in the trajectory control.
Then, a semi manual flight was conducted. In this flight, a set of markers were placed along the circular path on the ground and a PID algorithm was implemented in the controller to facilitate the pilot to control the longitudinal flight velocity and altitude, so that the pilot could focus on the manual control of heading and aileron channels. Compared to the traditional PID flight trajectory, the blue dot curve in figure 3(right) , pilot manual flight, follows the reference circle only with 2 to 3 meters offset. That is because that pilot had to spot the markers to perform a circular flight. Obviously, manual control demonstrated significant improvements in heading and aileron control of a circular flight.
A third experiment has been done in the hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulation platform by using the previous pilot manual control outputs to drive the aerodynamic model. The green curve, in figure 3(left), shows that the simulated flight trajectory reconstructed the manual flight only with trivial bias in heading and aileron. figure 4 (left) and figure 4(right), HIL simulation has a good tracking for flight data, and roll control must be implemented effectively to maintain proper centripetal acceleration for realizing a good circle tracking. These imply that the aerodynamic model for simulation has high fidelity performance to represent the real flight experiments. 
Maneuver Identification based on Neural Networks
When the pilot's performing the circle tracking maneuvering, the flight controller is the pilot's brain and the feedbacks are flight states, measured by pilot's vision. This control structure is shown as figure 5(left) . In this process, the human's strategy of aggressive maneuvering by remote control is a non-linear projection, and it has more advantages than traditional controller when doing circle tracking for helicopters as discussed above. Our aim is to identify the expression of the brain controller using neural network, which is shown in figure 5(right) . The neural networks can realize any smooth non-linear function in theory [2] . Hence, based on the recorded flight states and control inputs, we use the neural networks to identify the mathematic model for pilot's control strategy.
A three-layer network with two hide layers is used as the model's structure, which is shown in figure 6 . The first layer is the input layer, the second layer is hide layer, and the third layer is the output layer. Here 1 N is the number of nodes in input layer, 2,i N is the number of nodes in the i-th layer in hide layer, and 3 N is the number of nodes in output layer. To identify the weight parameters in this neural network, error back propagation neural network algorithm [10] is adopted. In the training mode, the quadratic sum of the internal error from all neurons in the output layer of Layer L forward feedback network is 1 z w y
To calculate the recursion equation, firstly, using (7) here ρ is the recursion step increment.
The calculation steps of the back-propagation algorithm, are listed as follow (7) for hidden layer, and is calculated by equation (4) in output layer; 5. Back to step 2, repeat the recursion.
Aggressive Maneuver Demonstration
Using the approach described in the previous paragraphs, the helicopter is flown to a forward speed of 10m/s to then perform a circle tracking maneuver with radius 20m for 9 times, shown in figure 8 . The control inputs and states are all recorded. As described in 2.3, in this process, the longitudinal speed and height tracking are also implemented by PID controller. The pilot only gave the lateral and heading control input based on the marks, placed on the ground, and attitudes from his vision.
Using the neural network identification method, described in III, we finished identifying the pilot's controller in circle tracking maneuvering. Here, two hide layers were defined, and the node number in each hide layer is set as 30 and 10 respectively. Inputs to the network are X, Y, u, r, φ, θ, and Ψ, and the outputs from the network are lat δ and ped δ . The maximum epoch set for training is 100, and the goal of mearn-square-error is set as 0.1 since the control output is in the range of -1000 to +1000 that 0.1 is sufficient accurate for control purpose. In order to capture the nonlinear property between the input and output, the first hide layer's neuron transfer function is set as 'Tansig' with the input unified between -1 and 1; on the other hand in order not to limit the output, the second hide layer's transfer function is set as (2) . Error back-propagation algorithm is used to update the weight parameters in each training epoch, as described in part III. To compare the identified neural network's accuracy, different samples are introduced as neural network training samples. We split the 9 times circle tracking maneuver data into 9 samples and each sample represents a completing circle tracking for one time. Figure 4 (left) shows the performance of the neural network in trainings. Training for one time means that using one sample of circle tracking to adjust the weight parameters, as we can see from the training result, as the samples increase, the neural network can gradually adjust its weight parameters and obtain a better mean-squareerror (MSE) between the neural network's outputs and the real outputs. figure 9(right) shows the neural network circle tracking performances in the HIL simulation environment after trainings. The tracking trajectory is closer to the desired circle as more training samples are introduced to the neural network's training procedure, and this matches the results in figure 9 (left), and the reliability for high speed circle tracking is better than human pilots in figure 8. 
Conclusions
Based on neural network, the pilot's controller in brain is identified in this paper, and the experiment is described in detail. The neural network gives out control inputs to the helicopter directly without aided inner-controller, and realizes circle maneuvering in HIL simulation based on real flight data. It is a model-free control strategy for aggressive flight control. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of the training method for helicopter control.
